Lexile Products & Services
FOR CONTENT DEVELOPERS & PROVIDERS, PUBLISHERS, LIBRARY SERVICE PROVIDERS, BOOKSELLERS & DISTRIBUTORS

THAT’S WHY...

Lexile® measures, the world’s most widely used reading metric, provide actionable information and increased exposure.

Over 35 million students from 50 states and 180 countries receive Lexile reader measures...

...from over 65 popular reading assessments and programs.

More than 100 million books, articles and websites have received Lexile text measures.

Connect learners of all ages with resources at the right level of challenge with these offerings!

DO YOU WANT TO OFFER LEXILE MEASURES FOR A LARGE COLLECTION OF BOOKS?

Then consider licensing the Lexile® Titles Database, which contains more than 330,000 informational and literary titles from hundreds of publishers.

Benefits:
• Populate book data, library records, websites and catalogs with Lexile measures.
• Help your customers find the books that are the right fit for them.
• Available for English and Spanish titles.

How do I access it?
CSV download or Application Programming Interface (API)

Who uses it?
FROM STARTUPS TO INDUSTRY GIANTS

VISIT US ONLINE AT METAMETRICSINC.COM
DO YOU NEED TO DETERMINE TEXT READABILITY?

Use what we use to determine the Lexile measure of a text – the Lexile Analyzer®.

Benefits:
- Produces Lexile measure for text and metrics on sentence length and vocabulary difficulty.
- Produces additional information on word patterns and decoding for texts 650L and below. (English only)
- Available for English and Spanish texts.

Who uses it?

| ACHIEVE3000 |
| Houghton Mifflin Harcourt |
| Britannica |
| Lexile Analyzer |
| Newsela |
| Cengage |

How do I access it?
Web-based access or API

DO YOU WANT TO CREATE CAREFULLY CONTROLLED SEQUENCES OF LEVELED CONTENT?

Use the Lexile Analyzer® Editor Assistant.

Benefits:
- Includes all the features of the Lexile Analyzer.
- Allows users to view revision history and editing log of multiple drafts.
- Allows users to share files in a secure environment within the interface.

Who uses it?

| National Geographic |
| Pearson |
| McGraw Hill |

How do I access it?
Web-based access

Note: Only Lexile measures produced and certified by MetaMetrics® may be published, distributed or entered into a library or media center database or catalog.

DO YOU WANT TO OFFER EDUCATORS SOUGHT-AFTER VOCABULARY INFORMATION?

Lexile® PowerV® creates a custom vocabulary list (up to 20 words) from analyzed text with challenging words that a student should know. This is available as an API or as an add-on service when submitting text to be measured.

Our Lexile® WordBank with about 50,000 frequently occurring, academically relevant words from best-selling K-12 textbooks can be sorted and queried to:
- Create lists of words that students typically encounter in K-12 texts by grade and by domain (math, science, social studies and reading/English language arts).
- Use in content development to ensure grade-level appropriateness.

Who uses it?

Do You Want Lexile Measures for Your Books or Content?
Adding Lexile measures to your texts is a valuable marketing feature that makes your offerings more discoverable. As more students receive Lexile measures, the demand for books with Lexile measures continues to grow.

Contact Us
To learn more about how these tools can add value to your books, texts, products or services, contact:

Chris Swartzel
Account Executive, Software Services
cswartzel@Lexile.com | 919.354.3460
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